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Every month, we pick the best photos shared online with the hashtag #DrinkDifferent and 
showcase them right here in the Flavourly magazine with a prize for the best of the bunch!

#DRINKDIFFERENT

Honourable mentions

DARREN GOUGH

Winner

/FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLYHQ

This magazine is proudly brought to you for free. It comes with your monthly discovery club box or gift of either great craft beer or gin.
Box Alcohol Contents*: Craft Beer 10 x 330ml, £25. Craft Gin 3 x 200ml,  £35
*discount offers excepted, subject to change

Alex Shepherd on Instagram Adam Smith on Instagram@ArlosDad on Twitter

Congratulions!
Well done, Darren! Your own tiny 

rebel investigating our Tiny Rebels was 
just too adorable not to choose.

You’ve won £20 to spend on our brand 
new bottleshop! 

Just email support@flavourly.com 
to claim your prize.
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little more horror in our lives and 
everything is more fun with rum.

Contributors

The TeamA hello from the editor
OK, before we get into things, let’s address the elephant in the 
room... YES! OUR BOTTLESHOP IS LIVE! Jump to page 34 for the 
full lowdown on what you can expect and our top tips on making 
the most of your drinks discovery online.

Now, onto Issue Six. We have a great edition lined up for you, 
once again, that perfectly pairs with your delicious discoveries of 
beer or gin.

As the craft beer revolution rolls on, we’re putting the spotlight 
on two completely contrasting brewers. First, we spoke to the 
people behind Toast - the craft beer brand looking to tackle 
bread waste on a global scale while also producing some damn 
tasty beer. Then we caught up with London’s By The Horns 
Brewing Co. on the verge of their revolutionary crowdfunding 
campaign. Plus, Isla’s teaching us all about one of my favourite 
things in the world: Hops, glorious hops!

Over in the gin scene, Manchester Gin has us feeling all romantic 
with a distilling origin story like you’ve never heard before.

Now, as always, I’ll leave you to get stuck in. Read, enjoy and let 
me know what you thought over on Twitter @flavourly.

Cheers,

Kevin O’Donnell

Welcome
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Beer
Discoveries
Each month, Flavourly’s resident 
beer geeks scour the globe for the 
most delicious craft beers that 
the brewing world has to offer 
and delivers them right to our 
community members’ front doors.  

Here’s what they found...



A blonde beer with plenty of 
Saaz, Hoppy Blonde is satisfyingly 
easy to drink. It’s light, it’s fruity 
and has a barely-there bitterness. 
Great when you want something 
uncomplicated and refreshing, yet 
still distinctive in taste.

HOPPY BLONDE - AUSTMANN BREWERY
4.5% ABV, BLONDE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

This chocolate and cherry porter 
is brewed in conjunction with 
Trondheim’s Cielo Chocolate 
Factory. Real cherries are added to 
give you a beer that’s oozing with 
rich, fruity flavours and irresistible 
chocolate notes.

SJOKOLADE & KIRSEBAER - AUSTMANN BREWERY
7.5% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Butcombe’s nod to The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy, Forty Two 
is as pitch black as space. It’s full 
of roasted and caramel malts to 
balance out the rather hefty hop 
content to give you a black session 
ale with great drinkability.

FORTY TWO - BUTCOMBE BREWERY
4.2% ABV, BLACK IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A blonde beer brewed with the 
palest of English malts, with the 
addition of the best Slovenian 
Styrians and Czechoslovakian Saaz 
hops around. The flavour is a fruit-
fest, making for a light and easy 
drinking brew with a citric finish.

BLONDE - BUTCOMBE BREWERY
4.5% ABV, BLONDE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Inspired by the almighty IPA, 
this heavily hopped, full-bodied, 
India pale lager offers flavours of 
grapefruit and citrus fruits that give 
way to to a pine needle bitterness. 
This is a very, very drinkable beer 
that’s full of character.

EAST INDIA PALE - FREEDOM BREWERY
5.5% ABV, INDIA PALE LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

This rather yummy coffee porter is 
brewed with locally sourced cold-
brew coffee. It’s a bit like drinking 
a mocha but sturdier, the vanilla 
adding a touch of sweetness to the 
roasted malts and chocolatey notes 
for a decadent, smooth mouthful.

COFFEE PORTER - AUSTMANN BREWERY
4.5% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

This golden pale ale is a balancing 
act between the yeast and fruity 
flavour bomb of the hops, tempting 
the nose with the fresh tang of 
citrus. The sweet trickle of caramel 
provided by the malts makes for a 
well-balanced finish.

TRE GAMLE DAMER - AUSTMANN BREWERY
5.5% ABV, BELGIAN PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Austmann’s Winter Solstice is a 
spiced dark ale that’s properly 
comforting thanks to the delicious 
cinnamon aroma. Oozing with 
chocolatey notes, warming spices 
and rich red fruits. It’s dry to finish 
and satisfyingly sweet.

VINTERSOLVERV - AUSTMANN BREWERY
6.9% ABV, SPICED BEER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10-13°C)
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An American strong ale, not for 
the faint hearted. It’s rich and deep 
with dark maltiness providing a 
base for the hop bomb of Chinook 
and Centennial. Caramel meets fruit 
with a hint of tobacco and twist of 
pine. Sippable and flavoursome.

BRASS KNUCKLES - EDGE BREWING
9.2% ABV, AMERICAN STRONG ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10-13°C)

Rocket Cub is the little brother to 
the hop-fuelled explosion that is 
Rocket Bear. At a more sessionable 
strength, it’s still bursting with a 
hoppy citrus tang and fresh fruity 
aromas of the tropical variety. 
Medium-bodied, easy bitterness.

ROCKET CUB - UBREW
4.7% ABV, AMERICAN PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A Gateway beer that’s perfect for 
capturing you into the clutches 
of the craft beer world. An India 
pale lager, hopped up with citrus, 
fruity scents and a proper whack of 
bitterness. Pilsner malts descend, 
upping the ante on the taste.

GATEWAY - UBREW
4.9% ABV, INDIA PALE LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

An strong, orangey gold session 
IPA from Germany. A light and 
very hoppy addition to the Crew 
Republic range. The brewers 
describe this beer as your own 
personal hop fix for those who have 
been craving it all day.

HOP JUNKIE - CREW REPUBLIC
3.4% ABV, SESSION IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A beverage designed to 
revolutionize the world of German 
beer. Foundation 11 was the basis 
for CREW Republic and the German 
Craft Beer Revolution. Light-bodied 
and fruity bitterness with a pleasant 
hint of malt and classy taste of hop.

FOUNDATION 11 - CREW REPUBLIC
5.6% ABV, PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A sturdy porter with that toasty 
feel that’s warming on a cold night. 
Lots of roasted malt flavours stand 
up to the hops which give a fruity 
yet subtle kick to the darkness of 
the porter. Red berries and grape 
mingle with a hint of liquorice.

PADRINO - EDGE BREWING
6.9% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Edge Brewing’s take on the 
traditional Belgian dubbel, this 
mahogany brew is rich with dark 
fruity aromas and the irresistible 
hint of caramel. It’s a well-balanced 
flavour combination of dried fruits, 
cherries and a nutty taste.

DUBBEL EDGE - EDGE BREWING
7% ABV, DUBBEL

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10-13°C)

Edge Brewing’s first dip into the 
darkness of black IPAs. The tropical  
flavours from the hops add a juicy 
spring to the roast character of the 
malts, a piney fresh aroma makes 
an appearance without any added 
nasties for a pure taste of darkness. 

BLACKLIGHT - EDGE BREWING
6.5% ABV, BLACK IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)
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A great session beer with a 
character all to itself. A well 
balanced mellow malt base gives 
the beer a clean body whilst myriad 
well selected hops leave the beer 
with a crisp bitter finish. Light and 
quaffable.

STIFF UPPER LIP - BY THE HORNS
3.8% ABV, PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A crisp, refreshing pilsner style craft 
Lager with delicate hop character. 
Team Toast have made this beer by 
brewing with unused loaves and 
crusts, thereby creating a delicious 
beverage while saving the planet. 
All in a day’s work!

CRAFT LAGER - TOAST
5.0% ABV, LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

This shapeshifting porter is as dark 
as twilight, both rich and slightly 
sweet. It’ll pounce on your palate 
with a tranformative blend of six 
malts before unleashing a howl of 
US hops. The time has come now, 
taste the New Moon Rising.

NEW MOON RISING - FLAVOURLY
6.5% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

One Armed Bandit takes a gamble 
on the traditional wheat beer, 
giving it a fruity twist with a good 
helping of spice for plenty of 
refreshing flavours and warming 
character. No two batches are 
identical so prepare for a surprise.

ONE ARM BANDIT - BY THE HORNS
4.7% ABV, HEFEWEIZEN

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

Just like the 2Tone music genre 
this Rudie has been brewed with 
a load of combined influences. 
With typical lager roots but brewed 
in small batches with craft beer 
flavours through dry-hopping. Get 
your black suit and pork pie hat on.

2TONE - BY THE HORNS
4.5% ABV, LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

An ode to the 70s sitcom character, 
this controversial fusion of flavours 
is a hybrid amber ale and IPA. On 
the palate there’s caramel, tropical 
hops and a big, ferocious, bitter 
bite. Powerful flavour and as bitter 
as Scrooge on Christmas Day.

WOLFIE SMITH - BY THE HORNS
5.2% ABV, AMBER IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

The beer that built London. Velvety, 
rich and chock full of flavour with 
notes of coffee bean, cocoa, toasted 
hazelnuts and a hint of dark berries. 
A staple of shindigs and knees-ups 
for over three centuries – doin’ the 
Lambeth Walk, oi!

LAMBETH WALK - BY THE HORNS
5.1% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)
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The Trondheim region of Norway is where you’ll find Austmann brewery, 
pioneers of Norwegian craft beer and inspiring curiosity in their drinkers. 

Following in the footsteps of their Aust Men ancestors, they aim to capture the 
spirit of sailing off into the unknown and daring to find adventure. They strive to 

create handcrafted quality beers that are made with passion.

1. AUSTMANN BRYGGERI

Butcombe began brewing beer in 1978 to escape the political climate of 
the time, keeping their passion alive to this day. They were risk-takers in the 
beer world in those days, striving for traditional and quality ales which have 

stood the test of time. Their beers are all about honesty, simplicity and great taste, 
brewing with pride and friendship in mind.

2. BUTCOMBE BREWERY

Two American beer enthusiasts brought their skills and knowledge to 
Barcelona in 2013 to start brewing proper American beers in the Spanish sun. 

Having seen a huge surge in popularity for US style beers, they want to get 
people excited about craft beer, enabling them to discover a taste for something 
new and different to the standard commercial products available on the market.

5. EDGE BREWING

Crew Republic stands for honest, craft-brewed beers of extraordinary flavour, 
constantly on the lookout for the best hop varieties in the world to create new 

recipes. A refuge for all those who aren’t satisfied with the “standardised beers”. 
They brew what they like and yes, that means they sometimes break a few rules. 

Join the German beer revolution!

4. CREW REPUBLIC

By The Horns kicked off in 2011 with nothing but a homebrew kit, and are 
now established in the heart of South West London. Founders Alex and Chris 
have been striving to create beers that are full of character and flavour since 

the beginning, a passion for innovation and creating excitement in the craft beer 
community being their inspiration. Beer buffs unite!

3. BY THE HORNS BREWING CO.

Partners in Beer
Before making their way to your doorstep, the delicious craft beers in your Flavourly box are lovingly 
created by some of the best brewers in the world. Meet our latest partners in beer.
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In a movement to tackle food waste, Toast use surplus bread to brew beer 
that’s not only tasty but tackles this issue head on. The profits all go towards 
the charity Feedback, who are striving to end food waste altogether. They have 
already expanded to brewery locations in the US, South Africa and Iceland to 
address this issue on a global level.

7. TOAST ALE

Ubrew is an open brewery where you brew the beer. It’s a unique concept 
that gets friends together to experiment with the brewing process. It’s the 
Londoner’s answer to the problem of trying to homebrew in tiny spaces, with 
locations in Berlin and Manchester too. They also brew their own beer from time 
to time, which are usually hop-fests with a good whack of flavour.

8. UBREW

Freedom began in London, fleeing the big city to spread their wings in 
the countryside. They strive to make their brewing process as sustainable as 
possible, minimising their environmental impact and working to create a more 
sustainable future from their Staffordshire brewery. They make independent, 
unpasteurised and unfined beer with the tastes of their drinkers in mind. 

6. FREEDOM BREWERY

READ MORE ABOUT TOAST ALE ON PAGE 12 READ MORE ABOUT BY THE HORNS ALE ON PAGE 18
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When Tristram Stuart (right), 
author and campaigner 
on the environmental and 

social impacts of food waste, was 
campaigning in Belgium, he came 
across a beer called Babylone by 
Brussels Beer Project. More than 
just quenching his thirst, however, 
the brew lit a lightbulb in the 
environmental expert’s brain. You 
see, Babylone was the first beer to 
be brewed with recycled bread. 
And when Tristram recalled seeing 
13,000 slices being discarded by a 
single sandwich factory in a day, his 
next project was obvious: He was 
going to eliminate bread waste by 
brewing as much of it as possible 
while producing a craft beer that 
consumers would love. You could say 
this idea was the best thing since… 
No, no, let’s not do that.
 Tristram asked the Belgian 
brewers if they would help create a 
similar beer in the UK and, with the 
help of London’s Hackney Brewery, 
Toast Pale Ale was born. It was 
launched on Channel 4’s Jamie & 
Jimmy’s Friday Night Feast and the 
team has been brewing to keep 

up with demand ever since. But 
how exactly do you brew beer with 
bread?
 Toast’s Production and Sales 
Manager Julie Prebble explains how 
bread acts just like any malt during 
the mash: “There is approximately 
once slice of bread in every bottle. 
The bread replaces around one third 
of the barley. Bread is packed with 
carbohydrates, which are broken 
down to sugar by amylase then 
yeast converts the sugar from the 
bread and barley to alcohol.
 “To date, we’ve kept the bread in 
our brews plain – ie. no nuts, seeds, 

WORDS: Kevin O’Donnell PHOTOS: Tom Moggach

Much
Kneaded
Bread, beer and the brewery on a mission to put 
themselves out of business

>
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sundried tomatoes or olives etc. as 
these may well affect the flavour 
and the head of the beer. But there’s 
going to be some fun experimenting 
down the line!”
 Like many craft brewers before 
them, Toast began their journey with 
a pale ale but the range has since 
expanded, thanks in part to brewer 
Derek Orford. As Julie explains: 
“We’re lucky to have Derek Orford as 
our Brewer in Residence. He has over 
40 years of brewing experience. He 
is also a qualified beer sommelier. 
He answered our call for a master 
brewer in 2016 and now helps us to 
refine and develop new recipes, and 
quality control our brews.”
 Toast’s core range in the UK now 
features four brews, all lovingly 
made with fresh surplus bread 
and no shortage of bread-based 
puns. Their Purebread Pale Ale is 

an English pale ale while Bloomin’ 
Lovely Session IPA is its punchier 
cousin. For Summer 2017, they 
released the special edition Top 
Lager. And this month, the Flavourly 
community will be getting their 
mitts on their Much Kneaded Craft 
Lager.

 Julie described it as “a crisp, 
refreshing, pilsner-style craft lager 
with bags of hop character. Brewed 
by Wold Top in East Driffield, 
Yorkshire who themselves might 
just be the most environmentally 
friendly brewery in the world.”
 On top of these four beers, Toast 
has since expanded to the US with 
an American pale ale – brewed 
with bread in the Bronx. But it 
doesn’t stop there, Julie tells us: 
“We’re growing fast and furiously! 
We’ve plans to launch in other 
international locations later this year 
and we believe that, wherever bread 
and beer are popular, we should be 
brewing Toast.”
 There’s a host of collaboration 
brews too, as members of the craft 
brewing community have welcomed 
Toast with open arms, mash tuns 
and FVs. “The beer world is a friendly 

We like to think we’re 
a message in a bottle 
– helping to spread 
the word that there 
are delicious solutions 
to food waste... And 
we’re one of them.

“
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one and brewers are always up for 
collaborating and experimenting on 
beer.
 “We’ve been fortunate to work 
with some fab breweries up and 
down the country who have brewed 
a beer and donated a proportion 
of the sale to Toast which we in 
turn donate profits on to Feedback. 
Some examples are St. Austell in 
Cornwall who brewed a batch with 
surplus bread from the Eden Project. 
Wiper and True in Bristol brewed 
with Bristolian surplus and created 
a spicy Bread Pudding amber ale. 
Vanesa – head brewer at London’s 
most central brew pub Temple Brew 
House – has brewed five batches, 
with her latest being a spiced 
weissbier, brewed with Flour Station 
unsold loaves and flavoured with 
orange peel gleaned from a Camden 
Market OJ stand’s leftover peel.”
 Toast even encourages 
homebrewers to try their hand at 
brewing with their own leftovers, 
with an entire recipe available online 
at toastale.com.
 It’s an exciting project that’s 
creating and inspiring a host of 
unique and delicious craft beers but, 
really, it’s all about feeding back to 
Feedback – the global food waste 
charity – and the mission at hand. 
“Tristram founded Feedback in 2009,” 
says Julie. “We donate 100% of our 
profit to them to support their work 
and hope their success ultimately 
eliminates bread waste, and thus 
puts us out of business. We like to 
think we’re a message in a bottle 
– helping to spread the word that 
there are delicious solutions to food 
waste and we’re one of them.”

An infographic 
on the why 
and how of 
Toast beer - 
from wasting 
bread to 
tasting beer.
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B eer is generally made up 
of just four ingredients; 
yeast, water, malted barley 
and hops, with all four 

having a huge part to play in the final 
flavour profile. The type of water and 
yeast can radically alter the flavour 
profile. For example, the yeast strain 
Brettanomyces is key for producing sour 
type beers which seem to be booming 
in popularity at the moment. Burton 
on Trent is historically famous for its 
successful breweries and this is thought 
to be because of the local water. Some 
breweries ‘Burtonise’ their water by 
adding sulphates which bring out the 
other subtle flavours in beer. Malted 
barley gives beer a real backbone of 
flavour, and is an essential starting place 
for more complex flavours to develop 
from. Lighter beers use barley that’s 
been malted for a shorter time, so it adds 
sweet, biscuity, cereal flavours. Barley 
malted for slightly longer gives the beer 
a more red/amber colour and toffee 
notes. Dark beers however use heavily 
roasted barley to give intense chocolate 
and coffee flavours. 
 Although beer wouldn’t be beer 
without yeast, water and malted barley, 
for me, hops are the real star of the show 
when it comes to so many beers. Beer 
nerds like myself can get quite (very) 
obsessive over these little flowers which 
seem to add so much excitement and 
flavour to an otherwise sweet, malty 
drink. The hop plant (Humulus Lupus) 
creates small flowers that look slightly 
like tiny green pine cones and it’s these 
flowers that are added to the brewing 
process. They are usually dried, come in 
either pellets or in some cases turned 
into essential oils.

Hops
GLORIOUS

Hops
The story of a delicious little 

plant and the part it plays in 

your favourite craft beers

WORDS: Isla Mercer



 Most hop plants are grown in either 
the US or New Zealand as they need 
quite specific growing conditions. 
The rise in popularity of craft beer 
has created a huge boom in the 
hop growing industry, with farmers 
constantly trying to create new and 
exciting breeds which give different 
flavour profiles. The hop farmers 
are struggling to keep up with beer 
drinkers. Over the past few years, there 
have been huge hop shortages which 
have forced brewers to tinker recipes 
as the original hops they used are now 
in such scarce supply. The UK does 
have a few hop varieties with East Kent 
Goldings and Fuggles being probably 
the two most famous. 
 Hops serve two flavourful purposes 
when added to beer; the first is to 
provide bitterness. Hops contain alpha 
acids which are released during the 
brewing process to give a bitter flavour. 
Generally, bittering hops are added 
earlier on during the boil and little of 
their other flavours are present in the 
end product. The second comes from 
hops added later in the boil which are 
the source of the beautiful aromas and 
fruity/floral flavours. It is common for 
brewers to use a variety of hops in any 
one beer to give a fuller, rounder hop 
flavour. 
 Some beer styles have a heavy hop 
focus, IPAs being the most obvious. 
However, most lighter beers tend to 
need a hop kick as the flavours from 
light malts alone would be too delicate 
to produce a well-rounded beer. On the 
other hand, styles like stouts have so 
much richness coming through from 
the roasted malts that the presence of 
hops is much less needed.

 For many people, the most obvious 
difference between craft and mass 
produced beer is the hops. Going from 
a standard lager to an IPA can be a 
bit of a mind blow flavour-wise and 
some people are put off by the initial 
bitterness. There are plenty of other 
flavours that develop as you drink a 
hoppy beer so it’s it’s definitely worth 
trying to block out the bitterness for 
your first few and try to pick out things 
like pine, citrus and elderflower tastes. 
You’ll grow to love the bitterness!
 Some of my favourite hops include 
Citra, Sorachi Ace and Nelson Sauvin. 
Citra is quite self-explanatory – 
unsurprisingly it gives off beautiful, 
juicy citrus flavours. Sorachi Ace is a 
really interesting one. Lots of people 
get lemon from it, but for me it’s adds 
a real coconut flavour to beer. Nelson 
Sauvin is named after the Sauvignon 
Blanc grape used for wine making 
and is often said to give light, fresh 
gooseberry notes like you’d expect 
from the wine. It also brings tropical 
fruits and tangerine type flavours to 
give a lovely, juicy intense beer.
 The best way to learn more about 
hops is go to your local homebrew 
shop, or brewery, and ask to smell the 
different hops they have available. The 
aromas are so intense and give a good 
indication of what they’ll bring to any 
beer they’re added to.

For more on beer, food and (sometimes) cats, 
you can find Isla online at:

Website: www.diaryofabeergirl.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
diaryofabeergirl/
Instagram: @diaryofabeergirl
Email: diaryofabeergirl@gmail.com

“Hops are 
the real 

star of the 
show when 
it comes to 

so many 
beers.”





WORDS: Kevin O’Donnell

Over the past six years, By 
The Horns Brewing Co.’s 
growth has been excellence 

in execution; a considered and well 
implemented fruition based on 
demand, desire and damn good 
beer. But evolution is a slow process, 
one that can only take you so far in 
a short space time. In order to take 
the brewery to the next level, the 
team in Wandsworth have come to 
the realisation that it’s time to start 
a revolution. But first, allow us to 
take you back to this award-winning 
brewery’s humble beginnings.
 “Alex and I were living together 
in a shared house in Putney,” begins 
Chris Mills, By The Horns co-founder 
and porter enthusiast. “We were 
embarking on our graduate careers 
after finishing at uni in Bath. Whilst 
living in this house, Alex began 
homebrewing, first extract then all 
grain and I became very interested 
in the beers that were coming out, 
and the flavours and styles of beer 
previously unheard of.”

 The fact that the best pints the 
pair were drinking were being 
brewed right there in the comfort 
of their home acted as a eureka 
moment for Chris and Alex. “This 
was 2010 and you would struggle to 
get a decent craft beer in London,” 
continues Chris. “After becoming 
disillusioned with day-to-day 
work and both wanting to do 
something for ourselves, we looked 
at the logistics of setting up our 
own brewery. We loved what was 
happening in the beer world and 
saw a gap in the market with the 
low number of breweries in the UK, 
especially in London.”
 And so, the By The Horns story 
began. Since brewing commenced 
in 2011, the independent South 
London brewery has gone from 
strength to strength, constantly 
and consistently growing both in 
terms of scale and range. Indeed, 
‘evolution’ is proudly stated as one 
of the brewery’s core principles; they 
refuse to standstill, always on the 

lookout for new ways of improving 
or progressing their brewing 
methods, practices, processes and 
beer development.
 As Chris explains: “We started 
with a five-barrel brewery with three 
fermenters in 800 square feet of 
space. We now have a 12-barrel brew 
length with nine in our tank farm. 
We have our own means of bottling 
and invested in equipment to filter 
and keg our beers. We now occupy 
around 2500 square feet across four 
industrial units with a dedicated tap 
room with 14 draft lines and fully-
stocked fridges of lovely beer.”
 Despite more than tripling in 
size and capacity, this is merely the 
beginning for By The Horns who 
are hoping that their upcoming 
crowdfunding campaign is about to 
launch them to a whole new level 
entirely; evolution is set to become 
revolution.
 “Our goal is to raise £450,000. 
With this, we intend to purchase a 
brand new, bespoke, shiny brewery >

EVOLUTION BY
REVOLUTION

On the verge of an epic crowdfunding campaign, By The Horns co-founder Chris Mills talks to 
Flavourly about going from a homebrew kit in a shared house to a 2500 square feet facility, 

the future of the brewery and taking the London beer scene by the... Well, you know the rest.
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and automated canning line. We will 
move production to a purpose-built 
site fit for brewing and packaging 
our beers all under one roof. 
Production will remain in London 
as that is important to us and who 
we are. We will keep our tap room 
where it is and install a small pilot kit 
for brewing experimental beers, and 
look to provide a food option for all 
of our beer loving visitors.
 “After a successful crowdfunding 
campaign, we will be in a great 
position to brew a lot more beer, 
gain access to a larger market and 
employ more beer lovers to help 
us on our journey. We can’t wait 
and hope we get some Flavourly 
subscribers behind us after they try 
our beers.”
 All of this effort, expansion and 
(that word again) evolution would 

be in vain if By The Horns’ beers 
weren’t up to the job. Fortunately 
for us craft beer drinkers, however, 
a passion for the drink and a focus 
on quality means that the beers are 
as strong as the ambition behind 
them. Five of these brews will be 
making their way to members of the 
Flavourly community up and down 
the country in craft beer club boxes 
this month, and Chris tells us what to 
expect.
 Beginning with Stiff Upper Lip, 
this 3.8% pale ale was the first beer 
By the Horns ever brewed though, 
as Chris explains, “it probably tastes 
nothing like the first beer we ever 
brewed. It has been tweaked and 
changed over six years and we love 
where it has come.” Stiff Upper Lip 
is light, balanced and far too easy to 
drink.

 Wolfie Smith, on the other hand, 
is as in-your-face as they come. “An 
ode to the 70s sitcom character, 
filmed just around the corner in 
Tooting,” Chris enlightens us. “A 
zesty amber IPA with a sweet toffee 
and caramel malt base jam-packed 
full of bitterness from US hops. 
Dry-hopped for aroma and a hell 
of a lot of whole flower hops in the 
boil means this beer is really full of 
flavour.”
 Then there’s Chris’ favourite beer, 
their acclaimed porter Lambeth 
Walk. “It has won countless awards 
including Best Bottled Porter in SIBA 
Nationals 2015. Works so well on all 
formats. Chock full of flavour, expect 
cocoa, coffee, hazelnuts, smoke, dark 
berries.”
 Sitting alongside these is 
their 2Tone Lager, a dry-hopped, 
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unpasteurised beauty of a lager 
and their special release wheat beer 
One Arm Bandit, a hefeweizen with 
added grapefruit, lime and orange 
zest.
 Again though, even with a wide 
range of styles and accolades under 
their belts, evolution is the name 
of the game. Chris says: “We love 
brewing different styles of beer. 
That’s what got us into brewing 
in the first place. I think you could 
spend your whole career brewing 
and still find new recipes and beer 
styles you haven’t brewed.
 “We have a DIPA in tank we will 
be releasing for our Revolutionary 

crowdfund campaign. We will also 
be doing some more barrel-aged 
and darker beers once we get into 
Autumn. A smoked porter is a must 
for the end of 2017.”
 While the story (so far) of By The 
Horns has been one of evolution, it 
all began with one giant leap and 
a four-letter name: “Alex’s second 
name is Bull and he always called the 
homebrew kit By The Horns. I loved 
the name and could see it working 
very well as a brewery. It really 
summed up what we were doing. 
Two 20-somethings taking huge 
loans, and giving up our comfortable 
day jobs and salaries, and taking life 
by the horns.”

We hope we get 
some Flavourly 
subscribers behind 
us after they try our 
beers.

“
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Gin
Discoveries
Each month, Flavourly’s team of top gin 
drinkers (we mean... “experts”) helps 
our community discover the best small 
batch craft gins from the most exciting 
micro-distilleries in the country -  and 
beyond!

Here’s what our community of gin lovers 
is sipping...



Tasting notes: Its unique, mellow characteristic 
allows you to taste the full flavour profile from 
start to finish. Dandelion and burdock root 
add an earthy centre, while the use of ground 
almonds makes every mouthful end with a 
smooth viscosity that kisses the palate. The 
raspberry tone is sweet but not overpowering.

Botanicals:  Juniper, Lemon, Orange, Raspberry, 
Almond, Angelica Root, Coriander, Dandelion and 
Burdock Root.

Perfect serve: For a Raspberry Gin & Tonic, throw 
in a few raspberries and a sprig of mint.

Seb Heeley and Jen Wiggins embarked on a 
love story to craft their very own refreshing and 
unique gin. The result is a beautiful yet versatile 
version of a London Dry Gin with a link to their 
Northern upbringing through the use of two 
distinct botanicals: Dandelion and burdock root.

Distilled in the same way as their Manchester Gin, 
this Raspberry Infused variant (commonly known 
as “Pink Manchester Gin”) is infused with the 
finest raspberries to give a beautiful fruity aroma 
and an unmistakable appearance.

MANCHESTER 
GIN
RASPBERRY INFUSED
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Tasting notes: Lemon zest meets the cereal like 
aroma of hops on the nose. The palate is smooth 
with the faintest hint of sweetness and pepper. 
The finish lingers nicely with a warm taste of 
piney juniper.

Botanicals: Juniper, Coriander Seeds, Lemon 
Zest, Rock Samphire, Grains of Paradise, Boadicea 
Hops, Angelica Root, Orris Root, Liquorice Root 
Powder and Elderflowers.

Perfect serve: A Mermaids & Tonic needs, of 
course, a healthy measure of Mermaids Gin, a 
good tonic, plenty of ice and a slice of cucumber 
to bring out the sweetness.

Using hand-picked ingredients from a secret 
location on the sunny south side of the island, 
Mermaids Gin is not only fresh, but also captures 
the true island spirit!

An infusion of carefully selected botanicals 
including juniper berries, rock samphire and 
boadicea hops grown at the famous Ventnor 
Botanic Garden.

The botanicals are steeped together for 24 hours 
to allow all the essential oils to be released. 
Following this, the spirit is distilled for a day 
then rested for a week to allow the flavours and 
aromas to mellow and marry together.

WIGHT 
MERMAIDS
GIN
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Tasting notes: Cardamom, angelica and a 
heavier hit of juniper wafts onto the nose, 
pleasantly spicy yet delicate. The palate is crisp 
with citrus resting on top of a slightly creamy 
texture. Strong notes of Coriander give way to a 
nice sharp finish.

Botanicals: Juniper, Orange, Lemon and 
Grapefruit Peel, Cardamom, Star Anise, Cassia 
Bark and Arris Root.

Perfect serve: For a truly exceptional Gin & 
Tonic, pour a double measure of SteamPunk gin, 
garnish with a couple of basil leaves and top up 
with tonic. It just works.

These distillers in the North East of England 
have taken inspiration from the bizarre world 
of steampunk to create this unique spirit. 
Apparently, in 1892, Sir Raleigh Holmes-Dunston 
developed a gin recipe which appealed to the 
highest echelons of polite society. Smooth on 
the palate, with juniper, cardamom and citrus 
melting together in perfect harmony, this gin was 
a sensation! Gin Palaces all across England vied to 
get their hands on the precious liquid.

Without obfuscation, prevarication, 
disambiguation or disingenuous adjectives, Sir 
Raleigh’s invention has been resurrected so you 
too can enjoy this famous tipple.

STEAMPUNK
GIN
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Since launching the Flavourly 
magazine, we have talked 
to a fair number of distillers 
about their origins, their 

inspirations, their reasons for loving 
gin. Often, however, these distillers 
started their journeys in very similar 
ways; perhaps someone who worked 
in brewing wanted to try something 
new, somebody with a background 
in the drinks industry decided to do 
their own thing or, more simply, an 
individual tasted a gin that blew 
them away so much it made them 
reassess their life choices.
 The story behind Manchester 
Gin, however, is a little different. 
The story of Manchester Gin is, in 
fact, a love story. Flavourly spoke 
to co-founder and Master Distiller 
Sebastian Heeley to find out a little 
more. 
 “It all started on a cold 
Wednesday February evening 
at 1.30AM,” he told us. “I was out 
in a bar with two of my friends.”  
His friends met a couple of 

women and, feeling slightly surplus to 
requirements, Seb decided to approach 
a woman sitting nearby. Asking her 
what she was drinking, she replied, “gin 
and tonic.” And that, as they say, was 
that. 
 More dates ensued, and Jen and 
Seb fell head over heels for each other. 
Gin was central to this burgeoning 
relationship: “Our first ever conversation 
was about gin, our first ever date was 
to a gin bar where, over the following 
three dates, we tried to work our way 
through the gin menu making notes as 
we go.”
 The pair soon decided that they 
wanted to start a business together 
and, having exhausted other options, 
settled on opening a bar. While 
researching their business plan, they 
found themselves in Sheffield speaking 
to a successful local bar owner. He 
showed the couple around and told 
them about a side project that he had 
making gin. 
 “He opened a door into a small 
room where there was a guy on a stool 

WORDS: Will Moss

>

MANCHESTER
with love

FROM
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tending to a 30-litre still,” Seb tells 
us. This was the first time they had 
seen true small batch distillation 
- up until that point both had 
thought that gin had to be made in 
vast stills within huge production 
facilities. This realisation changed 
their entire perspective and the 
pair threw themselves into setting 
up their own micro distillery, 
initially setting up their first still in 
their dining room.  “From seeing 
that 30-litre still, we spent the next 
year getting our licences, sourcing 
our still, creating our branding 
and, most importantly, perfecting 
our recipe.”
 The pair weren’t exactly the 
most qualified for the task at 
hand. Seb’s only experience in the 
alcohol business was a Blackpool 
bar job when he was 18 and even 
that was only for four weeks. 
As the couple sought to launch 
their own gin brand, Seb was 
a development manager in a 
property development company 
and Jen ran a digital marketing 
agency in Manchester. Despite 
their lack of experience in the 
industry, both had skillsets that 
would come in handy. Jen’s 
experience in marketing meant 
that the pair had the means 
to develop a strong brand 
identity - half the battle in the 
increasingly crowded craft gin 
market. 
 Manchester Gin’s bottles 
are a sight to behold, thanks 
in no small part to the logo of 
the now iconic Manchester 
Bee. “Before the tragedy that 
happened in Manchester in 
May, not many people outside 
the city knew the relevance of 

the bee,” Seb explained. “The worker 
bee is the symbol of Manchester 
and it all goes back to the Industrial 
Revolution. Essentially, as the workers 
of Manchester were so productive they 
were termed the ‘worker bees’. The 
name stuck, and the city adopted this 
as their symbol”. It’s an image that has 
featured on many iconic Manchester 
brands over the decades and, when 
you visit the city, it can be spotted 
on bollards, lampposts and bins. As a 
branding choice, there was no better 
way to associate themselves with the 
city they, and their business, calls home. 
 But it’s what’s inside that counts, and 
within the walls of a Manchester Gin 
bottle lie twelve botanicals including 
orange and lemon peel, licorice and 
almond. Seb tells us that this results 
in “a smooth citrus led gin with a 
sweeter style finish.” What makes 
Manchester Gin standout, however, are 
two ingredients that anchor the drink 
firmly in its home city. “We (and when 
I say “we,” I mean Jen) hand foraged 
dandelion and burdock root a mile 
from where we distill. This is a direct 
nod to our northern upbringing and 
deeply rooted us in the Manchester 
tradition.”
 The combination of taste and 
branding is paying off. When the pair 
started distilling in their dining room, 
they made relatively conservative 
estimates. “Our original business plan 
was to sell 100 bottles per week at the 
end of year 1 on a consistent basis. 
This would have meant that we did 
one distillation run per week.” It turned 
out that they should have been a 
little more optimistic. “We massively 
underestimated the reception 
Manchester Gin would have. Having ran 
the still 24 hours a day for 11 days over 
Christmas, we quickly had to invest in a 



bigger 120-litre still. This 
essentially trebled capacity to 
over 300 bottles a day, still from 
our dining room”. The pair are now 
producing just shy of 1000 bottles 
a week in a room that measures 
4m x 4m but, by the time you read 
this, they should be in premises ten 
times the size. 
 Things are going from strength 
to strength and, when we spoke to 
Seb, he was clearly riding the high. 
“This was the week that, in five 
days, we produced well over 1,000 
bottles for the first time. I finally 
quit my job to become a full-time 
member of the team, we signed for 
our first commercial premises and 
we were delighted to find out that 
our raspberry gin won a Silver Medal, 
and our signature gin won a Gold at 
the Spirit Masters awards.” And it is 
this sort of recognition that stands 
as Seb’s proudest moments along 
this journey (so far). As he explains: 
“It proves what we have thought all 
along. That out of our dining room 
we are making a gin that can rival 
anyone.”
 Along with attention from the 
discerning gin drinkers of the UK, 
others in the craft alcohol movement 
are getting involved too. For 

Manchester Beer Week, 
breweries were looking for other 
likeminded companies to work with. 
“I’ve known Paul from Manchester 
Brewing Co. for a while now so I just 
gave him a call and we set to work. We 
created a citrus led IPA that used many 
of the botanicals we use in our gin. It 
was called Sippin’ on Gin ‘n’ Juice and 
went down a storm.”
 So, with two gins and a beer 
collaboration under their belts, what 
do Seb and Jen have planned next? 
“We want to launch a new gin before 
the year is out. I’ve got at least 8 recipes 
I want to play around with before we 
settle on one”. And with a new space 
comes the potential for expanded 
production, something the company is 
eagerly ready and waiting to do. “The 
first job for this month is to get the new 
distillery up and running, then we turn 
our focus to cementing our presence 
in the UK up until the rest of the year. 
Then from 2018 onwards we will look 
to see what export opportunities come 
our way. We always remind ourselves 
that just over two years ago we didn’t 
think it was possible to own your own 
gin brand and now here we are. So, to 
think of where we might be in another 
two years… Who knows?”

We hand foraged 
dandelion and 

burdock not a mile 
from where we 

distil. This is a direct 
nod to our northern 

upbringing and 
deeply rooted us 
in the Manchester 

traditon.

“

“
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First of all, what exactly is a flavourist?  
A Flavourist can also be known as a flavour chemist. It 
is the ability to create flavours using a combination of 
science, technology, innovation and of course, good 
old instinct to develop flavours. The creative science 
of producing flavours is applied in a natural manner 
at Fentimans. Central to the Fentimans philosophy is 
developing all of our recipes in-house. I carry out and 
oversee this whole process where more than 50 tonnes 
of flavour are produced every year at Fearless House, 
Fentimans HQ in Northumbria. Since we develop all of 
our own flavours, we carry out a diverse range of taste 
tests each month. 

How did you find yourself in this role?
It all started at school when a local flavour company 
visited. I was selected to take a behind-the-scenes look 
at what they did and, fascinated by it, I started working 
there after school, joining full-time at the age of 16 to 
train there. I always had an interest in science and food 
technology, and received that fantastic opportunity 
because I have the natural ability to be able to determine 
different tastes and aromas. That’s where my journey 
began.

What’s a typical day in the life of a Fentimans 
Flavourist?
As the Flavourist at Fentimans Botanically Brewed 
Beverages, I am responsible for everything relating to 
flavour across the 100-year-old company’s exquisitely 
crafted beverages and mixers. From keeping a close eye 
on the taste of all of the brand’s drinks to overseeing the 
introduction of any new ingredients or raw materials and 
developing new flavours such as the newly launched 
Pink Grapefruit Tonic Water, my taste buds are key to my 
work and I can’t afford to do anything to risk them.

As well as overseeing the process of the tried and tested 
flavours, I am also on the lookout for potential new 
products and how they might fit in with whatever the 
next taste trend might be. For anything new, it’s about 
far more than just flavour, with important considerations 
like texture, aroma and “mouthfeel” also high on the list.

When working on a new product/recipe, where 
do you begin? And how long does the process 
typically take from start to finish?
Seeing a product through from start to finish, it may 
seem like a long, arduous process but when it all comes 
together, the sight of a brand-new product that I’ve 
developed from start to finish is a proud moment for 
me– like our exquisite Pink Grapefruit Tonic Water that 
we launched last year. It can take between 12-18 months 
to get a product ready for market and the Pink Grapefruit 
Tonic Water has been very popular with consumers, their 
positive feedback is always fabulous to hear. It’s a really 
proud moment when you see a bottle of Fentimans Pink 
Grapefruit Tonic Water in different locations around the 
world. 

And finally, what’s your favourite Fentimans-
based drink and why?
It’s difficult to choose a favourite but one of them is 
Rose Lemonade because of its multi-dimensional taste 
experience. There is a depth to the flavour and the 
beautiful aroma of the rose oil can be tasted by your 
palate. Along with that, there is a zesty and refreshing 
lemon flavour. Its ingredients include Rose Otto Oil 
from the famous “Valley of the Roses”, Bulgaria and it’s 
a standalone soft drink but also an incredibly delicious 
mixer with gin as well! 

For more information: www.fentimans.com

Interview by Kevin O’Donnell

Five Questions For A Flavourist
Flavourly sits down with Fentimans’ Flavourist Geraldine Coombes to chat recipes, her 

origins in the industry and just what exactly a Flavourist does...
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Ingredients
1 frozen pink grapefruit 

25ml of gin
75ml of Fentimans Rose 

Lemonade 
4-6 ice cubes

Method
Pour 25ml of gin in either 

a copa or tall glass, add 
Fentimans Rose Lemonade 

and as a substitute for ice, add 
slices of frozen pink grapefruit. 

Double the measures for a 
large G&T.

and enjoy!

Our exquisitely crafted Rose Lemonade is made with pure 
Rose Oil from the world-famous Rose Valley in Kazanlak, 
Bulgaria and also uses the juice of real lemons. Harvesting 
of the rose petals happens in a narrow window of time, 
occurring just once a year. The rose petals must be picked by 
hand at sunrise when they are at their most fragrant, with the 
oil extracted within hours of picking. The result is a delicate 
and distinctive rose flavour.

It delivers a beautifully refreshing drink with a unique aroma 
and is delicious as mixer with gin.

Fentimans mixers are available for purchase now on flavourly.com

Fentimans Rose Lemonade

How to make a 
Rose Garden 

G&T
GINTRODUCING:

Photo: How Sweet It Is
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Mermaids
Bramble
Ingredients:

50ml Wight Mermaids Gin
12.5ml Lemon Juice
12.5ml Gomme Syrup
25ml Creme de Mure

Method:

Shake & strain the first three 
ingredients into a crushed ice 
filled rocks glass. Drizzle in 
the Creme de Mure & garnish 
with fresh blackberries.
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Steampunk 
Summer Gin
Ingredients:

50ml Steampunk Gin
FROZEN raspberries
Mint leaves
Tonic water

Method:

Add some frozen raspberries 
to a double measure of 
Steampunk Gin. Add spanked 
mint leaves and top with tonic 
water.

Manchester 
Clover Club
Ingredients:

1 ½ shot Manchester Gin 
Raspberry Infused
½ shot Dry Vermouth 
¾ shot Raspberry cordial
½ shot Lemon juice
4 Raspberries

Method:

Give all ingredients a good 
shake with ice then fine strain 
into a chilled Martini glass. 
Garnish with a raspberry.

MIX IT UP
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Welcome 
to the 
bottleshop

After months of teasing and anticipation, we are 
so proud to officially unveil our online bottleshop 
as your new home of drinks discovery online. 
You can finally rebuy your favourites from your 
monthly boxes but it also so, so much more than 
that.

With an excellent range of craft beers, gins, 
whiskies and a host of other drinks types, our 
online bottleshop is the place for every drink you 
could ever need and then some – all under one 
virtual roof. 

Whether you’re treating yourself or giving the 
greatest gifts of all time, it’s about more than just 
the right selection – we confidently promise a 
super-fast, ultra-reliable delivery service (FREE 
on orders over £50) and tremendous value.

Join us on the discovery journey!
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A few of our favourite beers...
Welcome to the bottleshop

For years now, Flavourly has been helping the nation’s craft beer lovers to discover the tastiest craft beer from the 
world’s top breweries in our Craft Beer Club boxes. With bottleshop, we’re taking that to a whole new level. Check out 
some of the incredible beers you can buy right now at flavourly.com...

1

2

3

1. Beat Box - Tiny Rebel

With American style beers the driving 
force behind the craft beer revolution, 
Beat Box has been happily guzzled as 
part of Tiny Rebel’s core range since 
2012. The American hops make it a floral 
delight, with fruit and a little note of 
grass also coming through on the nose. 
This easy drinking ale has a lingering 
bitterness to finish alongside these 
punchy flavours.

Style: American IPA         
Unit size: 330ml

ABV: 4.5%         

2. Chelsea Blonde - LBF

London Beer Factory presents a fruit-
filled medley as gooseberries, lychees 
and limes proudly take centre stage in 
this gorgeous golden ale. The extra pale 
malts used are responsible for a delicious 
flavour combination, with wheat added 
to give it extra body. Florals dominate 
the nose, though, making this a much 
more adult brew that’s not solely reliant 
on candy sweetness.

Style: Blonde Ale         
Unit size: 330ml

ABV: 4.3%         

3. Slow Rider - BAD Co.

Slow Rider packs a heady aroma of 
freshly sliced, pink grapefruit. An 
effortless session ale loaded with light 
and refreshing grapefruit tones, huge 
amounts of fresh zest laces it with a big 
pithy nose and a fine, sweet finish. At 
only 2.8% ABV it’s the perfect beer to 
take it easy and let the good times roll 
again and again.

Style: Fruit Ale         
Unit size: 330ml

ABV: 2.8%         
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A few of our favourite beers...
Continued...

Welcome to the bottleshop

4. Yadokai - Wild Beer Co.

This sake inspired beer is swirling with 
sea-like freshness, brewed with sea 
buckthorn, sea salt and seaweed. It was 
born as the result of a collaboration with 
Edinburgh’s Hanging Bat and London’s 
Nanban, using a mixture of Scottish and 
Japanese ingredients. There’s tonnes of 
flavour packed in to this one brew, yuzu, 
umami, sake… Sip and see what grabs 
you.

Style: Saison         
Unit size: 750ml

ABV: 13.0%         

5. Madness - Wild Beer Co.

Brett arrived back from California, 
scandalised at the lack of his favourite 
West Coast IPAs so set about making 
his own as homage to the classic style. 
The bitterness of the hops is reined 
in by the malty sweetness and earthy 
quality of the yeast for a hint of smoky 
roast in those fruit packed tropical and 
citrus flavours. Mad with flavour, big on 
intensity.

Style: IPA         
Unit size: 330ml

ABV: 6.8%         

6. Dirty Stop Out - Tiny Rebel

This cheeky stout is dark, smoked and 
oaty for a beer with body and a good 
kick to it. A total of nine malts are in 
there for a complex taste, the smoked 
oats adding texture and intrigue. These 
rich flavours are balanced out with a 
tonne of Slovenian hops to give a bitter 
bite to this bad boy.

Style: Stout         
Unit size: 330ml

ABV: 5.0%         
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A few of our favourite gins...
Craft gin lovers, we’re here for you too! Whether you’re after the full-size version our your new favourite tipple from 
your Gin Discovery Club box or are looking for a brand new bottle entirely, our generous gin range has all the bases 
covered. Here are a few delicious delights available on flavourly.com right now...

1 3

Welcome to the bottleshop

1. The Lakes Gin Explorer Ed.

The big sibling of a former Gin Discovery 
Club favourite; a stronger twist on 
their standard gin, this limited edition 
Explorer Edition packs in 15 botanicals, 5 
of which are locally grown in the nearby 
Lake District National Park. It’s a complex 
herbal bouquet that’s full of zest, a 
premium taste of Cumbria and a gin to 
snap up and savour while it’s still around.

Style: London Dry         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 47.1%         

2. Ginerosity

The first social enterprise gin - 
Ginerosity’s profits are poured back 
into projects that will help deserving 
young adults to build themselves a 
better future. Ginerosity is a superb gin, 
mixing traditional botanicals with some 
more unusual flavours to give it a gentle 
modern twist.

Style: London Dry         
Unit size: 500ml

ABV: 40.0%         

3. Whitley Neill Quince Gin

While the original Whitley Neill takes its 
inspirations from Africa, their Quince 
Gin brings a taste of Persia. A fruity twist 
on their standard gin, this one is fruity 
and ripe with quince juice for oodles of 
flavour. Peachy soft tastes combine with 
the tang of citrus for a gin that’s juicy 
and all too tempting in a G&T. Thirst 
quenching for those long summer days.

Style: Flavoured         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 43.0%         
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Welcome to the bottleshop

A few of our favourite whiskies...
What!? Flavourly does whisky now too? You’re darn right we do; the whisk(e)y world is bursting with a barrel-load 
of blends and myriad malts that are so delicious they deserve your attention. There are loads to choose from on 
flavourly.com so, if you’re feeling a bit lost, we recommend you take a look at these...
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1. Peat’s Beast

Since the mid 19th century, sightings 
have stirred fear and trepidation 
throughout many a Scottish village 
as he roams. And whilst he roams, he 
hunts - for peat. Strong and bold with 
plenty of backbone and structure as this 
great monster unfolds its fiery fangs on 
your palate, allow the rich thick tar, peat 
smoke and creamy liquorice to penetrate 
every part of your tongue. 

Style: Single Malt         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 46.0%         

2. The Pogues Irish Whiskey

Dubbed the whisky of the eponymous 
band, a unique blend of 50% 10-year 
single malt Irish whiskey aged in sherry 
oak casks and seven-year-old single malt 
Irish whiskey aged in bourbon oak casks 
and 50% four year Irish grain whisky 
aged in bourbon oak casks. The liquid 
has an aroma of malts and cracked nuts, 
with a sweet taste and a smooth, intense 
flavour.

Style: Blended 
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 40.0%         

3. Loch Lomond Original

Taking its name from the most 
picturesque of all Scotland’s lochs, Loch 
Lomond Original single malt is carefully 
matured before being married in the 
finest oak casks for the perfect harmony 
of flavour and aroma. The result is an 
elegant full bodied whisky with warm 
leathery notes and the taste of Brazil 
nuts and cereals. The finish is more sweet 
with hints of dark molasses.

Style: Single Malt         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 40.0%         
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A few of our favourite spirits...
Welcome to the bottleshop

And rounding out the range are our picks from across the rest of the spirits spectrum. Flavourly really is your one-
stop-shop for drinks discovery online, featuring the finest drinks from every corner of the drinks world. If you’re 
looking to discover something different today, look for these on flavourly.com... 

2
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3. Arbikie Potato Vodka

This Highland grown Scottish vodka 
is brought to you by the same passion 
and energy that goes into the distilling 
of Arbikie’s gins. It’s made from home 
grown potatoes and Angus filtered water 
resulting in a smooth and luxurious 
taste. GQ magazine named it one of 
the world’s best vodkas, an award that 
speaks for itself.

Style: Potato         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 43.0%         

1. Black Cow Vodka

This is the world’s first milk vodka, made 
from the milk of English grass-fed cows 
of West Dorset. The whey from the milk 
is fermented and distilled for a uniquely 
creamy tasting vodka. It’s sweet in both 
smell and taste with a hint of cinnamon, 
one that you can enjoy neat. It’s still a 
vodka not a milkshake though so it may 
be best not to guzzle it up too quickly... 

Style: Classic 
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 40.0%         

2. Knob Creek

Best Bourbon in the 2015 San Francisco 
World Spirits Competition, Knob Creek 
goes way beyond the standard aging 
process of 2 years with a whole 9 years in 
the barrel. Their flame heated white oak 
barrels result in a deep, charcoal flavour 
with a bold intensity that’s unique to 
this 9 year old bourbon. The taste is rich, 
full-bodied and woody with a hint of 
sweetness and a long finish.

Style: Bourbon         
Unit size: 700ml

ABV: 50.0%         
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3 X 200ML GINS CURATED BY EXPERTS DELIVERED TO YOU, MONTHLY

THE CRAFT GIN DISCOVERY CLUB


